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Springtime blues-

Who's got the

apartments?
By ERIC GARLAND

Reggie Jackson isn't the only
commodity hard to find in
Baltimore this spring. Outside of
those in the dorms, University
apartments, or frats, the
majority of Hopkins students
must deal with housing problems
on their own. Academic pressures
and upcoming Fair activities
rather force apartment-hunting
to the bottom of the list, and so
expediency (as usual) wins out
over quality.

This unfortunate circumstance
Plays right into the hands of a
quartet of Silas Marners who
happen to own nearly all the
buildings in the local Calvert-St.
Paul area. These four landlords,
wlth their blocks of apartments,
rest assured that people will
always come to them, in need of
quickly-gotten residence close to
campus. As a result, their
Properties are over-priced, in
disrepair, roach-infested, and
student-filled.
Two men have control over

most of the 1900 block of North
Calvert: Carroll E. Williams and
the Rev. C. E. Hinegardner
(Williams has a number of
apartments which are listed as
Owned by his daughter or
son-in-law, Frederick
Ohrenschall). Both are well over
seventy and have been able to
acquire properties through the
Years. While they drive around in
their decade-old cars, dressed an
additional twenty years behind
the times , one only has to make
the trip out to their home
grounds to see the parked
Cadillacs and expansive
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mansions.
A younger

Fonte, owns
building on East
a few other

man, Samuel
the Woodrow
30th Street and
neighborhood

apartments, along with
nightclubs and a liquor store in
Glen Burnie, his home town. He's
described as impossible to reach,
often away in the Bahamas.

Finally, William Poulos (Adelphia
Investments) has many places
along Calvert, and has been
found to be uncooperative with
most people.

Big Four
The problem with these

landlords, outside of any
personal negative feelings which
they generate, rests with the facts
of their large number of holdings
and their residence far apart from
the places they rent. People who
own only one or two apartments
and live perhaps on the same
block can be more responsible, as
they can deal more directly with
the tenants. Granted, a lot of
these small-time landlords prove
to be troublesome, but the "Big
Four" have come in for almost
unanimous dissatisfaction.
The -major complaint is their

unwillingness to make needed
repairs for tenants. The
apartments are not kept -up and
are in generally poor condition,
often below city standards. As
the landlords usually refuse to
have promised-repairs written
into their leases, most students
have endless tales of "shabiness"
woes. And when any work finally
gets done , the renters can use
the claim of "damage beyond
normal wear and tear" to excuse

with old ing some or all of the
tenant's security deposit.
An extreme case involves

students who rented a third-floor
apartment from Fonte on 30th
and Guilford. "When we moved
in last August," one said, "we
found the kitchen ceiling leaking.
We called Fonte for six weeks,
but Ile didn't respond." During
heavy rains in late September,
the roof collapsed; fortunately, on
a Friday afternoon when no one
was home. "Men cleaned up on
Saturday," she continued, "but
didn't bother to fix the roof. It
rained into the kitchen for five
weeks. A building inspector came
and put eight violations on the
building, five on our own
apartment." With advice from
the Baltimore Neighborhoods
,Inc., they
their lease,
letters from

were able to break
despite threatening
Fonte.
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Dear Landlord

Although a caved-in roof is
uncommon, Fonte's actions are
not. The landlords can ignore
tenant complaints at two ends- if
the lease doesn't have repair
clauses, no recourse is available;
and even if written promises are
made, most tenants don't have
the time or money to do legal
battle. Thus the apartments
exhibit common features of
peeling walls, rotten-wood or
broken-tile floors, sagging roofs,
cockroaches, and more roaches.
Plus each individual group of
tenants seem to have its own
private item, ranging from holes
Iii walls through no heat to
non-working stoves.
Belva Scott, Director 'of

Off-Campus Housing, feels that
this can be avoided, although a
good deal of effort is required.
"It takes a lot of calling, a lot of
footwork," she said. "The main
thing is to inspect what you're
getting, take the time to look
things over. -Too many students
are run through real quick."
The Office of Off-Campus

Housing was moved to the ,
basement of Wolman Hall this
year for more room, • and so
didn't really get started until
October. "Our aim is to provide a
comprehensive service to
students, but we want to be
involved with community people,
too," Scott said. Phones and files
are available for an afternoon (or
morning) of preliminary work.
"We don't want to be just a
listing service, though," Scott
added, "we can work (with the
community) to upgrade the
area." She's pushing for a
standardized lease to prevent the
landlords from escaping their
responsibilities, and is also
looking out for discrimination
(against females and minorities)
which still exists, but doesn't get
reported.

The Office can refer students
to various groups if they need
legal help, as they did with those
who rented Fonte's lemon. The
Baltimore Neighborhoods,Inc. on
25th Street handles all

landlord-tenant disputes, and can
take problems the Office can't
solve at hand. Scott
recommended the. Lawyer
Referral Service, whose $10 per
half-hour advice can aid court-
bound people who may be
fighting for hundreds of dollars.

This month about fifty to
sixty students a week have been
visiting the office, though about
half of those are returnees (for
two or more times). Most are
freshmen, which, aside from the
basic fact that they have the
greatest number in need of
housing, indicates that Scott has
been able to contact and inform
them to a reasonable extent. "We
started with the freshman class
this year," she remarked,
"visiting a house each night for
two weeks. Each year at least
we'll catch the incoming class,
and then go from there."
Some students, though, in face

of the poor and difficult-to-
change conditions of their
apartments, resign themselves to
staying in the "Big Four"
properties. "I know :it's bad,".
one person said. "but I feel
people have a lot worse holes
than I do." Pressed by time and
location, they fall into the
accessible pits of the
easily-reached and well- known
(notorious) landlords. "I'm not
about to argue," pleaded a
stranded tenant, "I'm not about
to move to no other place."

Still, the best way to avoid all
the hassles and turn the pressure
on the landlords is to not rent
from them in the first place. The

city .has taken no actions against them
despite constant violations of he
housing code. As long as students
keep taking the Calvert-St. Paul
apartments, Fonte et at have no
worries. They deal almost
exclusively with students,
realizing that there's more where
the last ones came from. Decent
places are available close to
campus. A little extra footwork
for about a week after the
semester would help make the
next year a lot more bearable.

Desolation Row
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meetings

he Gou cher-Hopkins Russian
Society will hold its final meeting of
the year on Monday, April 26 at 8:00
p.m. in the Rathskellar. Plans for
next year will be discussed and
tickets will be distributed for the
Center Stage production.

The Society has several tickets left
for the April 29 Center Stage
production of Anton Chekov's "The
Cnerry Orchard." The group, rate
price is $3.00. For information call
Mike at 243-6989.

Le Cercle Francais annonce sa
derniere reunion du semestre. Nous
vous invitons a preparer et a deguster
des crepes avec nous dans la salle 226
de Maryland Hall mercredi, le 28 avril
a 22 heures.
Pour tous renseignements, your

Mme Sullivan ou Mme Birnbaum,
Gilman 221, x655.

Now, students at JHU have the
opportunity io earn FAME AND
FORTUNE in the directing world. Do
you have a one act play you'd like to
direct? The Barnstormers are now
accepting plays to be considered for
production in the FRESHMAN ONE
ACTS OF FALL 1976! If you'd like
to try your hand(s) at directing, and
if you have a play you'd like to see
come alive on the stage, then submit
that play with a proposed budget to
Susan Obrecht, Box 572 by April 30.
Questions? Call Susan at 243-3597.
Ian at 235-8599 or Ira at 243-3358.

There will be an important meeting
of the amateur radio club on
Wednesday April 28 at 4 p.m. Topics
will include elections, spring fair and
the budget. Everyone is welcome.

There will pe a meeting of old and
new class officers and reps (class of
'77) in Sheldon's room (dorns-near
the snack bar) on Sunday April 25 at
7:30 p.m. All juniors welcome!!!

classifieds
FURNISHED eficiency Apt., full

kitchen," balcony, air cond., garage

space, pool in bldg. in Hopkins
House at 39th and University Pkwy
to sublet for summer—best
offer—call 243-4023 except
weekends.

EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA

ASIA
Traveldiscounts year round. Student

Air Travel Agency, Inc. 4228 First

Avenue, Tucker, Ga. 30084. (404)

934-6662.

FOR RENT. Two bedrooms, 2
baths, living room, kitchen,
furnished, utilities included. McCoy
Hall 502. $200/mo. Summer only.

RESEARCH assistants needed for a
study of newborn infant behaviw.
Prior experience with young infants
is Preferred but not necessnrY.
Individuals must be willing to begin
work sometime in May and must be
willing to work through the summer
and early fall. Assistants will receive
3 summer academic credits. If
interested call Kathy Sanders,
366-3300, Ext. 1403.

HOPSFA; the Hopkins Science
Fiction Association, will hold an
IMPORTANT meeting on Tuesday.
April 27 at 8 p.m. in J&H rooms. We
will be discussing the future of the
material in the Hymnal and need a
quorum. It is imperative that all
members attend this meeting!

WJHU is presently conducting a
year-end audit of all of its financial
and clerical records. To assist in an
aspect of this it is important that all
those still awaiting delivery of records
from WJHU record sales submit your
name and a list of the records that
you ordered to Box 2347 as soon as
possible. In addition, any members of
the WJHU staff not wishing to have
your station deposit carry over into
next year and would instead rather
have refunded this year, send your
name to Box 2347 and your deposit
will be returned by mail. Any
questions contact Wayne Abernathy
at 889-7241 orat x-1018.

academe
All those who are interested in

joining next year's staff of "Letters
and. Papers on the Social Sciences",
an undergraduate review, please
contact Steve Schultz at 235-4969.

The request of the Senior Class to
President Muller on awarding Mrs.
Fatemeh Saidi Shayegan, an Iranian
woman political prisoner, an
honorary degree at this spring's
commencement was voted against by
the honorary degree committee
(headed by Harry Woolf) on April 16.

The committee refused the
proposal without any public
explanation of their reasons.

Sook Fair
3121 ST. PAUL STREE1
PHONI 235-6296

'File Alternative Press Information
Centre is developing a library of
social alternatives presently consisting
of about 120 different radical and
alternative publications which cover
the women's and gay movements, the
working class movement, black
liberation, third world movements,
socialist theory and practice, and
alternative institutions and culture.
2442 North Calvert,
Tuesday-Saturday. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Wednesday and Thursday
evenings, 7 to 10 p.m.

Labels for the mailing of your
recommendation letters may be
picked up in Linda Garren's Office,
Homewood HOuse, anytime after
Monday, April 26.

Pi Sigma Alpha is the national
political science honor society. A
student who qualifies for membership
in Pi Sigma Alpha must demonstrate
a manifest interest in political science
without necessarily- majoring in the
same. All members must have
completed 10 semester hours of work
in political science with no less than a
'B' (3.0) average in all political
science courses taken. Also, a
candidate must have a GPA ranking
him or her in the top third of their
respective class. All students
interested in membership must
contact Ed Brokans by Monday,
April 26, via Box 115 or 889-6838.

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES: "I
Remember Hopkins When..." J.
Trueman Thompson, Professor
Emeritus of Civil Engineering; Alsoph
H. Corwin, Professor Emeritus of
Chemistry; John C. Geyer, Principal
Research Scientist, Geography and
Environmental Engineering. Garrett
Room, MSE Library, 12 noon. Free
admission.

The Undergraduate Playwriting
Workshop is presenting this
semester's one-act plays Friday and
Saturday night, April 23 and 24, at
8:00 p.m. in the Little Theatre in
Levering Hall.

On Friday, May 7 at 11 a.m. in
Maryland Hall, room 310, Dr.
Eleanor Saffran of the Department of
Neuropsychology of Baltimore City
Hospital will speak on "Speech
Disorders".

Marti Nichlaus. the English
translator of Marx's economic
notebooks, will speak about his book
Restoration of Capitalism in the
USSR, Friday, April 23 at 7:30 p.m.
at 504 Cathedral St. A donation of
$1.00 is expected, child care
available.

H-PEG brings you Rex B. Conn,
M.D.; Dept. of Laboratory Medicine
JHU Med School, speaking on
"Current Trends in Laboratory
Medicine Research" Wednesday April
28 at 7:30 p.m. in Remson 101. Free
admission.

On Sunday, April 25 at The
Baltimore Museum of Art, noted
scholar and author in the field of
American Art, James T. Flexner, will
speak on "Colonial Images: Paintings
in America During the Revolutionary
Era." The talk is free and begins at 3
p.m.

Speaker: Stanley Sollins, Executive
Director of the Baltimore Jewish
Council, will speak on "Politics and
Minority Pressure Groups: The
Organized Jewish Community."
Conference Room A at 4.00 p.m. on
Monday April 26, 1976.

MONTESSORI TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

JULY 5TH — AUGUST 27TH (ACADEMIC PHASE)

Masters's degree credit from American University, Washington, D.C. An

exciting Montessori educations program under recognized A.M.S. guidelines

for teaching children ages 3-6. Presented in the nations Capital during the

1i centennial celebration.

Please write or call for brochure and application:

MID—ATLANTIC CENTER FOR MONTESSORI EDUCATION

1199QUINCE ORCHARD BLVD.

GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND 20760

(301) 948-2556

sillgrarolovrkts

We specialize in
RARE ROCK,
JAZZ, CLASSICAL,
AND BLUEGRASS Records & Tapes
827 N. Charles St—Near Read-752-7150
711 W. 40th St—The ROTUNDA-366-1250

..:14IL
Office of the Chaplain and
Black Students Union

On Thursday evening, April 22, in
conjunction with the exhibition,
"Edward Weston Photographs," The
Baltimore Museum of Art will present
a special program on "Collecting
Photographs." Guest speakers will be

E. John Bullard, Director, The Nevi
Orleans Museum of Art; Harry Lunn,
President, Graphics

InternationaLLtd., Washington, D.C.
and Samuel Wagstaff, private

collector.
Each of the speakers will present

an individual talk accompanied by

slides. A question and answer period

will follow their talks. The program
will begin in the Museum's

auditorium at 7 p.m with an
intermission for coffee at 8:30 p.m.
There is no admission charge.

entertainment

An evening of poetry by Rod

McKuen and Charles Plymell will be

presented on Friday, April 30, at The

Johns Hopkins University.
Sponsored by the Office of the

Chaplain to benefit the "Coldspring

Journal," the program will begin at

9:30 p.m. in Shriver Hall on the

University's Homewood campus.

Tickets for $6 may be purchased at

the Union Desk of the HOpkins

Union, at the Maryland Institute of

Art bookstore and at the door on the

evening of the performance.

Singles
Discussion groups for singels

1st Unitarian Church

Parish Hall

Charles & Franklin Sts.

Every Friday Night

Doors Open 7:30 p.m.

Close 8:15

Parish Hall open to

12 midnight

$3.00 admission

This week & next

Special 2-for-1 night

April 23

-4111111110-
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Excerpts from the heart of the heart of the Hopkins
By MO BILL GAS

A PLACEBO
So I have taken the number five
bus, transferred by the track to
the ten and arrived....to H... a
small campus fastened to an
expressway in Maryland. Twice
there have been enough people
here in "Man and the Living
World" to have a quorum. The
campus is remarkably clean and
transparent, and motorists on
Charles Street see right through
the library. And artists such as
myself see right through the
People. As well as the other
artists. On" one lawn there is a
sculpture of nothing symbolizing
one hundred years of intellectual
Productivity.

WEATHER

In the Middle Atlantic states,
around the twice-spanned bay,
the weather is unpredictable. If
You do not like the weather in
Baltimore, wait five minutes. It
Will change. Or if you do not
want to wait five minutes, move.
If only I could, Still waiting for a
Bermuda High. Right now, a
cheaper high will chi.

MY HOUSE

There's an abandoned Safeway
behind my house, on the second
story of which there is an
abandoned bowling alley. The
alleys are going to waste. I have
Often dreamed of breaking in at
night with some duckpins and a
bowling ball and rededicating this
shrine. There is a backyard in
Which ragweed grows. Strange
dogs come at night to fertilize it.
My landlord is going to put up a
Sign: NO TREPASSING BY
ORDER BALTO. CITY POLICE
DEPT. This should help matters
some.

A PERSONA

There are vacant minds on either
Side of me in the seminar room.
As the weather improves,
they fill the Homewood Field
stands and watch a hockey game
Without the ice or the pucks.
Prom fall through winter, Bob
collects credits and credentials
and Lints the leads and
subordinate facts together in the
manner approved by the style
book, for playing the
Establishment's game is his one
Work. I see him most often in the
underground tomb of the library
Where he figures out the GNP of
Upper Volta for his senior thesis.
I notice he is enraptured by a
graph, which is perhaps why he
doesn't grunt hello as I pass. Now
that the weather has improved,
he sits on the opposing team's
Side to watch lacrosse. And get a
tan. He wears a sport shirt with
an alligator on the left side and
Slacks from Robert Hall. He plays
the game along with the players
On the field, although he is only
ln the stands. Franz wards. He
Wards. Franz cross-checks. He
cross-checks. And raps the poor
soul sitting to his left in the
Chest. A coke is spilled. I suspect
his shoes were stylish once, when
they were new. On Thom McAn's
shelf.once, when they were new.
On Thom McAn's shelf.

GRADES
These letters offend me. Three of
my best friends on earth were
mortally wounded on their
account, and now those same
letters deface my transcript.
They stand like barbed wire in
front of me. I cannot get over or
around them. My countrymen
worship them. I consider
emigrating to Brazil, where I may
lie on a beach as much as I would
like to. Or form my own Death
Squad. Or join a pre-existing one.
Three of my best friends in
heaven, who wield considerable
power over men's lives, do not
give a triptych tinker's damn
about these letters. They remain
on my side.

THE CHURCH
is no longer necessary, as this is
an atomistic world. Root, hog, or
die. It is often empty. It rents
billboard space to rectify that
situation. It does not understand
the situation it is trying to
rectify.

POLITICIANS

....are people in love with
themselves, without being in love
with others. I've heard Ponchak
described as a pre-med. An
un-named source who'd seen him
in Remsen made this claim. He's
as nice a fellow as you'd ever
want to vote for several times a
month. Or write about. Of
Hertsgaard, of course, no one
speaks anymore. The struggle of
the fly stuck in marmalade.
William Butler Keats. (see New
York magazine 4/12/76) I cannot
summon up sufficient interest or
indignation to write about
politics, although I am a molitician
myself. My rivals publish
pamphlets; produce and
distribute handbills; organize
testimonial dinners for
themselves; paint posters; join
civic groups; solicit
endorsements; write letters to
the News-American to see their
names in print ("to catch the
public Eye"-note: Polyphemian).

I sit on my keister, having paid
only the filing fee to make sure
my name will be on the ballot.
Yet I am as much of a politician
as they are. I just do not want to
win.

I did attend the St. Patrick's
Day parade with my fellow
politicians of the Hibernian
persuasion. A squad of Pershing
Rifles (I made that deliberately
plagiaristic to amuse myself) filed
past, looking fearsome though
their ranks were depleted. The
archbishop blessed them, which
did not make sense. They already
carried their equalizers on their
shoulders. Bless us poor unarmed
infidels next time, Bill. When you
get a chance. When the audit is
through.

OTHER PEOPLE
do not really count. Only their
votes do. See them: fashionably
ragged, wearing pre-shrunk
clothes to match their
pre-shrunk, government-in-
spected, C.E.E.B.-tested minds.
Watch them: smoking cigarettes,
smoking joints, drinking beer,
pouring chemicals, dissecting rats
(optional), thumbing textbooks,
throwing frisbees, cutting classes
to read this in the News-Letter (it
doesn't happen anymore, but it
did in better times...when Levine
wrote and Waring wrought). Most
of them here are white. Why?
Because they make better
lampshades, I suppose, It is
written in my lecture notes for
better not mention the course so
it must be true. Their shoulders
are starting to hunch forward,
and they are not even grad
students yet. And no one will

have mercy on them. Certainly , I
will not.

NON-VITAL DATA

There is a cafeteria here and a
snack bar and a rathskellar. There

is no rat nor is their rath but it is
located in a kellar. There used to
be a barber, but he moved out

for lack of business. There are
also stashes of any kind of
hallucinogen you may desire. But
I will not tell you where they are,
for the S and D curve may have
to be re-drawn in that case. There
is ,a building for the campus
newspaper. No one knows what
it was used for before the campus
newspaper moved in. All agree
that it must have been used in a
more optimific way (i.e.
"producing the greatest good for
the greatest number") some time
in the past. There is a building
called Carnegie which faces
University Parkway with its
blinds drawn. No one knows
what goes on in that building.
Except for my man Steve. He
knows a lot of other things, too.

EDUCATION
In 1881, James Abram Garfield
said that the ideal education was
a log with himself on one end
and Mark(not Johns, mind you)
Hopkins on the other. He was
shot for saying that. Things have
changed since that remark was
uttered, but not for the better,
not in the way you think they
have. Presidents still make stupid
remarks. Presidents are still shot
at. Their assassins are no longer
disappointed office-seekers. Their
assassins are no longer hanged.
Nicholas Von Hoffman,
incidentally, still thinks that the
best education is himself at one
end of a log and Mark (certainly
not Johns) Hopkins at the other
end. Probably no one will ever
shoot Nick. He is too pitiful a
creature: a dead rat on the
kitchen floor of the American
news medi (ocre) a: and no one
has the stomach to pick him
up--unless he is wrapped in the
Washington Post.

BUSINESS
The business of America is still
business. Some things do not
change. One day the business of
America will be revolution. It
will not be a pleasant business. It

will not be led by people who
went to business schools or to
the Johns Hopkins University.
What will happen to such people?
Other people will give them the
business. Putting them out of
—business. WIHTTho recourse to
bankruptcy court. Unless you
believe in an afterlife.

EXPLANATION

If you desire to
be read in Words and Ideas (or
whatever the hell they call three

.c r e dits of
con temporary-literature-reading-
-self-indulgent-writing these
days), it is necessary for you to
be thought of as a revolutionary
writer. That is why I wrote
BUSINESS.

HOUSEHOLD WORDS

I know nothing about writing.
Why should I? My ancestors
came to this country in steerage,
and landed in Baltimore. They
thought they were going to New
York. They felt gypped. They
wanted to go to New York, but
they were told that there were no
jobs there. They -stayed in
Baltimore and hung

out at the race track. I was born
in Baltimore. I felt gypped. I
wanted to go to New York, but
was told there was no job for me.
I am staying in Baltimore. I do
not have money to hang out at
the track. They charge admission
nowadays. Some thing change.
The lowest bet is still two dollars.
Some things do not change.
Instead of hanging out at the
track, I frequent this campus and
occasionally attend classes. It
costs me nothing. I am just as
serious a student as They are.
Only I do not want to graduate.
Sometimes I feel that I have
actually lost out on a more
valuable education by spending
so much time here instead of
There. What have I missed?
Education is a lie of catalogs.
Meaning is a question for

neurotics.
Critical success is the opiate

of obscure writers.
But I am running out of gass.

FINIS

CONTRIBUTE TO THE

JACKIE WILSON FUND

BOX 504
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Monty Python knockin' on the Three Stooges' door
By MIKE DEAK

Kenneth Lackey died last
weekend after a lengthy illness.
As expected, the world did not
stop turning nor were flags
flown at half-mast, but among
comedy and trivia maniacs, there
was a certain deep feeling of
emptiness as one of the last
remaining survivors of
vaudevillian slapstick passed from
the scene.

A wise guy, eh?'
In 1923, Lackey along with

Moe and Sam (later Shemp)
Horowitz (which later, of course,
became Christianized to Howard)
formed the original Three
Stooges. "Kenneth just did this
on a dare when he got out of
college," his wife once
commented. "Show business
wasn't his line."

Nevertheless, Lackey worked
with Shemp and Moe for two.
years, taking their black-face
routine across the country on the
many vaudeville circuits. Lackey
left. the Stooges in '25 to join
"Earl Carroll's Vanities," a
vaudeville show performed for
years on Broadway. After the
show's closing, Lackey returned
home to Indiana and became a
law clerk, but remained active in
theater and -comedy. in the
Midwest.

Like the Ritz Brothers (whose
films are still locked in a bank
vault due to legal disputes over
distribution rights), the Three
Stooges have not received the
type of embarassingly studious,
sentimental, and grossly generous
critiques of the era's other
comedy teams, the Marx
Brothers, Laurel and Hardy, and
even Abbott and Costello have
-often. Admittedly the Stooges

not as "arty" as the Marx

Brothers, but this is only because
the Stooges saw slapstick as a
highly technical craft. But
inadvertently they perfected
their craft to such a fine degree
that indeed it became an art
form, on par with Mack Sennett
and the early Harry Langdon.
The Three Stooges were the

first cinematic comedians to fully
utilize sound as a comic device.
The wide-ranging grunts and yips
of Curly, could mean anything
from ectasy to hatred, Shemp's
bat-like twitters at the sight of a
ghost or a pretty girl, Larry's
deviant laughter and all the
various sound effects of the
mock physical punishment Moe
inflicted upon his unwieldy
cohorts--all these add up to a
slapstick cacophony unequalled
in film. But the Stooges were also
masters of the sight gag. Take for
example, "Three Little Beers," in
which Larry, playing a novice,
golfer, picks up a twig on a green
which turns out to be a tree root.
He proceeds to rip up the entire
green. Or in "A-Plumbing We Will
Go," when the Stooges pose as
plumbers and mix up the pipes,
water comes out of the TV when
Niagara Falls appears. Folks, they
just don't make comedy like that
anymore.
The leader of Stooges was of

course Moe, the fascist
authoritarian who kept his
comrades in line. He was the
perfect actor to parody Hitler in
"You Nazty Spy" and "I'll Never
Heil Again" (as a side note, often
the titles were funnier than the
films, for example, "They Stooge
to Conga" and "Calling All
Curs"). With his Beatle hair-cut
years ahead of the rest of the
world, Moe provided the
continuity necessary to sustain
the Stooges throughout their
career. Moe never got older; he
was the constant in the Stooges'
complicated formula.

In 1928, Larry Fine, a South
Philadephia vaudevillian, joined
the Stooges as the token sissy
needed for every comedy act.
Larry was the straight man who
agreed with everybody and
somehow, was the most
successful in flirtations with girls.

And his own oddball haircut was.
like Moe's, years ahead of the
times.
By popular consent, Curly was

the funniest Stooge. He had full
command of all the comic
elements; his face and body
could convolt and convulse in a
thousand different ways. Vocally
no man was a match for Curly.
Besides his indescribable animal
noises, Curly was often the
initiator of the worst puns which
added to the atmosphere of
general absurdity. In "Busy
Buddies," he plays a short-order
cook who asks an indignant
customer, "Are you casting
asparagus on my cooking?"
When Curly suffered a stroke

in 1946, Shemp .returned to the
act after several years as a
successful character actor.
Nobody could match Curly but
Shemp came very close. His big
advantage was his ability to play
characters instead of exclusively
Shemp. He could tranSfer his
talents to diverse persona; from a
music teacher in "Husbands
Beware" advising his star student
to gargle with razor blades to a
cowboy in "Out West" reassuring
the heroine, "Never in the
history of motion pictures has
the United States Cavalry been

late."
After Shemp's death in 1955,

Joe Besser (Stinky on the Abbott
and Costello television show)
became the third Stooge but
could not fill the void left
behind. His performances, I" feel,
never contained the complete
honesty and happiness the others
had; you always had the feeling
that Joe was funny only on the
set. He was too weak a character
and is only remembered for one
good line. In "Space . Ship
Sappy," Joe's trapped inside a
spaceship, and realizing his
predicament, cries out, "I don't
want to die! I can't die! I haven't
seen 'The Eddy Duchin Story'
yet!"
When Joe Besser died in 1959,

Joe. DeRita was brought in as the
last third Stooge. Simply, DeRita
was an incompetent and helped
the Three Stooges make some
of the worst films Hollywood has
ever produced. Films such as
"The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules," "Snow White and the
Three Stooges," and "The Three
Stooges Go Around the World in
a* Daze" are better off not being
entirely blamed on the Stooges.
These films had terribly low
budgets and almost no studio
cooperation, including massive

editing which mangled any
coherence and comic timing.

Pythons
Speaking of comedy, "Monty

Python and the Holy Grail" is
playing this weekend at Shrivel'.
Only a year ago, it seemed, no
one, outside a few elitists knew
who Monty Python was. But
then their TV series became a big
hit and their movie raked in over

six million bucks. It soon became
the hip thing to quote Monty
Python.
No one doubts the funniness

of the group but one must
question the ..qualio, of the

laughs. Half of the gags are vulgal

and silly and do nothing but
insult the viewer's intelligence.
Unlike their British superiors (the

Goon Show bunch and Peter
Cook and Dudley Moore), the.
Pythons have no clear concept 01

gag construction. They have poor
timing and are unsure of when a
gag has run its course. But the

fact remains that Monty Python
is funny in spite of all their
shortcomings. It is a sad.
comment on the state ot
contemporary comedy to admit

Py'thon's relative excellence.
Where are The Three Stooges
now that we need them more

than ever?

Every fairy tale tells a story
By WILL E. MCKEY

Is it true that fairy tales are
violent? Yes. Stuffed with
drownings, axe-chopped limbs,
and cannibalism, the Grimm
brothers can be pretty grim. The
tasteful portrayal of these acts by
the Barnstormers during their
performance of Story Theatre,
however, only serves to heighten
interest in these classic stories.
Besides, fairy tales contain large
amounts of humor, irony, and

that indispensable Moral.
Story Theatre, brought to you

by those same lovable crazies
who did such a good job with
Hot L Baltimore not so long ago,
consists of ten Grimm Brothers'
fairy tales and Aesop's fables
adapted for the stage by

playwright Paul Sills. And damn
good adaptations they are, too.
With the characters narrating
their own parts and a few clever
asides ("A flounder's work is
never done"), the audience
becomes caught up in the spirit
of it all. And the acting! Never in
m y long career as a play reviewer
have I seen ducks, chickens,
asses, horses, dogs, cats, and fish
portrayed with such emotion and
style. Particularly enjoyable are
Michael Liss as fox and flounder,
Allie Tint in her roles as barnyard
fowl, and Rawley Cooper as
various beasts of burden. All the
acting excelled and every
member of the cast gets to star at
one time or another.

Perhaps the best feature of the

production was the obvious
enjoyment with which the actors

and actresses played their parts.
This type of material is
apparently a gas to perform, and

that fact is not lost on the

audience.
Additional pleasure came from

the sound effects lady (in almost

plain sight of the audience), and
the lovely voice of Carol
Gallagher accompanying herself
on the guitar.
So come on down to the Barn

this weekend, and see justice
done! See cannibalism! Find out
how cats really feel about the
taste of mice! Remember, the
Barn is small, and tickets will be
limited, so get 'em while they're

hot. Just tell'em Will E. sent ya.
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YVES MONTAND IRENE PAPAS JEAN-LOUIS TRINTIGNANT

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

APRIL 23 & 24 SHAFFER 3

Seniors $.75 allothers $1.

44,-.4x-0,t0icZowc.60.446P

Fridays - April 23 April 30

Saturdays-April 24 May 1

8:00 p.m.

Saturday, May 1-2:00 p.m.

BARN THEATRE
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Tickets are available at ,the Union Desk, Johns Hopkins Union,
Homewood campus. $2.00 General Admission, $1.50 for students
with I.D. For further information call 366-3300, ext. 1456.
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SAC politics
Now that the hullabaloo caused by the SAC executive

committee's attempt to cut off funds from the News-Letter
has subsided, it is time to raise a few final questions about
this very bizarre political act.
Whey did the executive committee,reverse its firm decision

to propose a zero budget for the N-L on the eve of the
general SAC meeting? How well conceived was this original
decision and was it colored by personal motives? How
realistic was the idea of an alternate newspaper, published by
the SAC? And in light of the past week's events, can the
executive committee still be considered a "viable"
institution?

It's clear that the SAC executive committee underestirmted!
the News-Letter's support. They had no idea of what would
follow once they fired the first political bullet. Over 1100
signatures on petition in support of the News-Letter,
collected in just two days, disproved the committee's theory
that "very few people like the News-Letter." The News-
Letter's batallion of supporters at the Great Hall on
Wednesday fortified the petitions. As public opinion
mounted in our favor, the committee grew more willing to
compromise. Consequently, their original zero budget
proposal appears now at the best, rash and hasty, and at the
worst, a calculated political power play.
As for thc alternate newspaper that Wayne Abernathy and

Ed Brokans seemed so sold on, well, that's pretty much a
laugher. When confronted about the actual financial figures
for such a publication, as well as plans for a staff, distribution
and production, Abernathy and Brokans had no pat answers.
As glorious as the thought of an SAC newsletter is, it's not
something that can be created on a whim.
And maybe the structure of the SAC executive committee

should be investigated, with the intent of improving a less
than credible governing body. Why are three seniors ton the
committee that doles out funds for next year's activities?
Should the committees' membership include several
"students-at-large"--people that would belong to no
organization that he or she could favor while allocating
funds?

Yet what is. most lamentable about the Icommittee's
actions is that they really believed they were reflecting the
"input" of the Hopkins undergraduates. Wake up, fellas! We
just don't believe that most of our readers would be satisfied
with front page coverage of Hopkins bridge tournaments. It's
time that the SAC executive committee examined the sou.rce
of its own authority instead of harassing its imagined
"enemy" organizations. They just might close. themselves
down.

courses
Hey, .throaties and 'Hunkers! Been leafing through your

(Please Save) 1976-1977 First Term Schedule of Arts and
Sciences Courses folder lately? Pretty skimpy, eh? Having
trouble filling in those fourth and fifth courses? Gets worse
each semester, don't it?

Well, boys and girls, these are pressing questions in our
anxious times. And the departments aren't about to provide
answers or make changes. You remember that landmark
publication of last year, the 300-page shocker, and Andy
Savitz' parting shot, the Academic Reports? The
criticisms in that document caused a mild stir in the
curricular pudding, but in the end department lumps
followed The Unfailable Strategy: ignore it.

So the refrain runs again: " There's \ nothing to take this
term; it's worse than last time!" The sciences give the same
locked-in courses, the humanities have less offerings; a lot of
professors seem to be on leave without replacements; and the
"star" faculty members are teaching only graduate courses.

It's not a problem of size or money. The fault lies with
those departments which manage academic affairs without
regard for undergraduates. When are these high-salaried
distillers of wisdom going to come down off their thrones
and leave their research bodies alone?

Wait 'til next year.

sez who? 

We re better down the road
By J.D. CONSIDINE

Earlier this week, while
gathering whatever signatures for
the News-Letter petition I could,
I was told by several people that
they felt that the News-Letter
staff was "too elitist." To date,
my taste in music, my references
in conversation, my friends, and
quite a few of my enemies have
been called "elitist." What I want
to know is, what the hell is
elitism, anyway?

Tom and Fredl

When those who have accused
are pressed on this matter, they
falter. Basically, what they object
to is the exclusion of others in
these groups or tastes,
specifically themselves. Sin
number one seems to be implying
that you are better than they are.
Sin number two is believing it.

Ever since Jefferson made
some remark about "all men"
being created "equal," for one
man to be better than another
was not smiled upon in
enlightened circles. Surely, there
were people with more money,
more looks, more women, but
this was not to imply that they
were not our "equals." They just
had more physical value, and that
was a minor thing. Yea, even the
peasantry might be considered
"equal," although the idea was
generally kept quiet.
Some thinkers have been

brazen enough to categorically
state that some men were quite
simply better than others.
Nietzsche said so, and Nazism
was blamed on him. This may
seem extreme, but you've got to
understand how these people's
minds work. No one must be
better than they, and those who
think they are had better be
corrected. As for the rest, what
do they matter:

Inferior
Basically, the problem of

elitism is a problem of inferiority
anxieties. Those who worry
about elitism are basically elitists
at heart, and are essentially
worried about being caught with
the weaknesses showing. The
worst thing about having
someone around who is better

than you is that they make you a
"lesser." Not wishing to be put
down, they say, "What right have
they to go about so high and
mighty? Do they actually think
they are?"
When in high school, a friend

of mine had the ideal solution for
attacks of inferiority. He would
go down the list of his betters
and say, "Sure, he's smarter than
me, but he's such a bore! He's
got more-girls, but he's so stupid!
He's got better grades, but he's so
obnoxious...."

This article, though, should

up obscure writers and musicians.

and by using obtuse grammatical
constructs, you'd be amazed how I
well-read you can sound. This is a
knack, which although not
universally achieved, seems to be

genetically inherent in Irishmen
(cf. Joyce, Shaw, Wilde, etc.). A
lot of times, when it sounds like
I'm name dropping, it's because I
for some reason think that the

names are commonly known, if
only because I have managed to
learn them.
As for the elitism of groups, .I

have noticed a direct relationshIP

$2

$2
not be taken as an apologia for
elitists. Although I firmly believe
that there are those who, by
nature of their talents, physiques,
or birth, are innately superior to
the rest of us, I personally do not
believe myself to be superior to
most of my fellow human beings.
Such modesty, I know.
Unfortunately, though, after
reading the world's great
literateurs, listening to the
world's great musicians, and
playing the world's great
composers, I develop a terrific
Sense of inadequacy.
What gets in the way of this

recurring humility is that I have
developed the dubious talent of
sounding like I know more than I
really do. It's not so niuch what
you know, as whether or not
anyone else knows it. By bringing

between inclusion in the grotiP
and its imagined elitism. When I
was not a News-Letter regular,
thought that the staff and
management • were exclusionist

snobs, but as I have been
accepted into their ranks, I
accept them for the down-home

"just plain folks" they really are.

Likewise, I had always thought
the SAC to be powermongering
demigods, but when they gave
the Humor magazine money, I
saw them for the well-balanced
guys they are. See how it works?

But then again, maybe there Is

more to this issue of elitism than

a question of "in or out, us or
them." Perhaps there is an inner
truth, a key to our existence that
would enlighten us all. But I'M
certainly not going to waste it on
you peasants.



just the facts... 

This is your very own SAC I carry a notebook
By RUSS SMITH

It took six aggravating days,
but the News-Letter finally won
its funding battle with the SAC
executive committee. Next year
the N-L will receive $6,000 from
the SAC tills; every dollar that
we requested. And so here's the
sometimes sordid story of how
the weasels finally sliced their
own throats.
Thursday, April

/5-News-Letter gets letter from
Ron Bialek, chairman of the SAC

Zero budget. Hostility
screams from the SAC masthead.
N-L quartet storms up to Chris
Columbo's office. Columbo says
to cool off and gather support.
N-L staff decides on front page

editorial for next day's paper.
More than one shriek of "Let the
slimy power-brokers have it"
rings throughout the Gatehouse.
But the cautious heads win out.
News-room in shock.
SC president Mike Lenardo

comes down to office "to rap."
He needs five minutes on this
emergency press night: As usual,
the five minutes stretch to two
hours. Round and round. He's
opposed to cutting off funds but
feels N-L has to compromise.
More SAC publicity puffs. Chess
club news, features on the

Debate Council. We refuse.
$6,000 and not a cent less.

Staffers spend the night
reminiscing about past SAC
skullduggery. Free soda awarded
for an original tale of evil.
Friday, April /6-People in

disbelief upon reading dramatic
News-Letter. Mixed comments
around Levering. "Hey, the SAC
can't do that, can they?" or "It's
about time they closed the News-
Letter down. Maybe we'll get
some honesty with an SAC
News-Letter."
Ron Bialek tells N-L crew of

four that the proposal will carry
at the SAC meeting Wednesday.
He says the paper has to
compromise its policies if it
wants the bucks. We propose a
bet but he backs off. "I never bet
money because I always lose,"
prophetic Ron explains.

In meeting with Columbo,
Bialek talks up alternate paper on
behalf of the executive
committee. He insists the N-L
can make it on its own
financially. We argue about
philosophies of journalism.
About campus notes. We shatter
his arguments of another paper's
feasibility. Heavy assists from
Columbo. Meeting ends in huff,

N-L men and women ready to
strangle.

Chaplain's Office offers help.
Sa turday,April /7-Continued

indignation. During "Jazz Under
The Stars" Bialek talks down
alternate paper. Says he was
never for it. Looks like he's lost
confidence in argument. N-L
support visible at outside concert
and picnic.

;Rowdies
Collection of Words outraged

at executive committee's action.
Alliance and more promised.
Brother publications stick
together. Some rowdies suggest
"rolling" a few SAC members.
Students psyched for Wednesday
meeting. Strike a blow for
victimized organizations.
Collection of Words and Humor
mag proposed budgets revealed.
Sliced to shreds.
Monday, April /9-High energy

efforts to save the News-Letter
begin. Petitions ready by ten a.m.
Three hundred sign in first two
hours. Ratio of ten to one in
favor of N-L. Some don't
particularly enjoy the paper but
are aghast at SAC's executive
committee's haphazard blunder.
By ten p.m. campus has been
combed, every dorm door
knocked on. 850. sign by end of
day

News-Letter press

night-Gatehouse euphoric with
wild self-righteousness. Letters

on zero budget pile high. All

letters printed except one in
.N-L's favor. The pros are in the
majority.

Shady deals

Abernathy and Bialek
wavering. They want to
compromise. Shady deals seem in
the works. Bialek ready to talk
turkey. Nasty remarks traded.
Deadlock in the Gatehouse, the
N-L won't negotiate. Bialek
brings letter to the editor that
talks about "belt-tightening" and
"stream-lining operations." All
SAC groups expected to
understand. Can't explain why
Debate Council budget is
increased by $1500.

Abernathy writes article rife
with half-crazed thinking and
third rate rumors: Says the N-L
staff is "being abused by its
management" and that "the
paper may be forced to go to

only one issue a week due to not
having enough people working on

it." Wishful thinking, Wayne.
Tuesday, April 20-Petitions

keep moving. Mitch Wolf,
Director of Residential Life,

number 1000. Frantic
petitioning continues. Bialek
admits that it won't be a zero
budget voted on Wednesday, but
one closer to $4,000. We tell him
to cram it. Meeting plans go on.
Rotten tomatoes.

Deals trying to be worked out.
N-L found stubborn. With over
1000 petition signatures we're
prematurely cocky. Victory all
around. SAC members mounting
on our side.
Appeal to SAC executive

committee Tuesday night seems
to fail. Eleven indignant N-L 6-•
staffers, munching on Leon's
tasty dishes, shouting with. the
committee. Leaves us in stitches. -g
Brokans bitches about campus
notes. Bialek moving closer and
closer to N-L.

Late Tuesday evening Bialek
phones N-L with news that
proposed budget has been
switched to, $6,000. On paper.
No strings. N-L taken by surpise.
Didn't expect the surrender so
soon.

Wednesday, April 21-Word
spreads fast. SAC dragon
officially slain. Meeting in Great
Hall now just a victory party.
And a fight for Collection of
Words. Tim Ridley, spokesman
for Collection of Words, eloquent
in his maneuvering of
parlimentary procedure. Pro N-L
crowd takes over. Collection of
Words wins big. Looks like
trouble could still be coming.
But then it's over. Debate

Council's inflated budget

Decisions,
miraculously passes. Lack of
interest cited. Bandits make off
with $6,000 for fifteen members.
"Debaters come to Hopkins
because of this debate team,"
Debate Council president-elect
Peter Victor Koenig explains.
Few buy it.
Koenig challenges right of

students who are not
representing an SAC organization
to attend meeting and speak.
This man can't be believed.
News-Letter budget passes

with a minimum of arguments.
Four vote against the budget.
One is Alan Fink, a man who
sticks with his convictions.
Abernathy and Brokans have
defected; now they raise a hand
for the News-Letter.

Bialek, who once said "The
money saved through

decisions
belt-tightening can and will be

used to provide a new avenue of
communication for all campus
news" now whistles another edict
to the student body: "I have now
come to realize that SAC funding
is necessary for the continued
operation of the News-Letter....
and the News-Letter is a viable
campus organization serving as a
forum for the • JHU student
body."
And before we get back to

work, the N-L would like to
thank the over I 1 0 0
undergraduates, grad students,
employees and professors of the
Hopkins Community who signed
our petition; our supporters who
rallied for us in the Great Hall;
and finally, the SAC executive
committee for providing us with
a semester's supply of nifty copy.

An accident report
By G.M. SMITH

It happens this way every
time.

I'm driving my blue Fiat down
Clement Street. It's about three
in the afternoon and the street is
fairly active. I've got my window
rolled down and the radio is
playing. The fog hasn't come up
from the ocean yet and the air is
still. It seems to be a fine day,
but I have this feeling, nagging as
a stomach cramp, that something
is about to happen. I've just
become aware of this feeling and
it's still rather vague. Anything
could happen, though I'm not
certain whether I'll be personally
involved or not.

I stop at a traffic light and
look into my rearview mirror.
I'm getting pretty jumpy at this
point. A woman driving a green
Pontiac pulls up behind me. She's
wearing a white long-sleeved
uniform and looks like a nurse.
This give me a fright, initially
anyway, because I think she may
be on to something I'm not.
She's following me, right? My
fear makes no sense, but that
doesn't stop it. Fear isn't
accustomed to reasoning. It
doesn't bargain. It's possible, I
think, that this nurse has
discovered something a little
more sensitive than my early
warning system has been able to
detect. If an ambulance pulls up

Is' behind her I'll climb out of my
skin. But the light changes and
the nurse turns down a side streetz

-g and I understand that I have
definitely jumped into the wrong

space, the fear-space, which is
not a good place to be.
Apparently I've approached the
problem from a bad angle. No
doubt the nurse is just a nurse on
her way to or from the hospital.

I clear her from my mind and
fiddle with the radio, searching
for a news program. I don't have
anything specific in mind, but am
checking each lead as I come
across it. Maybe the market
crashed. Maybe there's been
another assassination. I don't
know.

I Seat belt

What I do next seems a little
peculiar to me, but I do it
anyway. I look into my lap.
Normally I won't do this while
I'm driving, but this time I do
because I've decided I'm going to
nail down and make manifest this
unpleasant feeling that
preoccupies me. What I discover
is that my seat belt isn't fastened.
I've found that when I'm not at
ease with myself I take whatever
measures I can to turn the
situation around. I fasten my seat
belt and it's then that my body
gives this little involuntary jerk.
It may not seem like much, but
you have to remember that I'm
on the llookout for signs of any
sort. In spite of my anxious state
I've got my antennae tuned very
finely. The body-jerk is
significant, I think. I start to feel
like I'm making progress when
suddenly out of a blind alley
comes this taxi cab. It's not more
than thirty feet in front of me
and there's little I can do but

pump my brakes and lean on my
horn.

In no time I'm on top of the
cab. I collide with its left rear
side and it's a real jolt. But at the
moment of impact I'm wrenched
not out of my seat but a dream.
The transition is abrupt and
thoroughly unexpected. It takes
me several minutes to calm down
my knocking heart, and an hour
before I can even begin to think
about sleep.

I have been in a number of
auto accidents, and one of them

was similar to the one described
above. It took place more than
six years ago on Lexington
Avenue in New York City. The
offending vehicle in this instance

was a private car rather than a
taxi cab, and it ran a stop sign
instead of pulling out of a blind
alley. Why I should dream of an
accident that appears on close
examination to be only

peripherally related to this real
accident is one of the questions
that faces you as the reader of
this report. Perhaps the real
accident has little to do with the
dream accident except by way of
lending it authenticity.

In any case, I've had this
dream accident eight times
within a two year period. There
is no recollection of such a dream
before that time. It should be
noted that each of the eight
dreams has been identical not
only as fixed in time and place,
but also in the manner in which
the "unpleasant feeling"
unfolded.The people speak
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Towson State College
Summer Sessions

First 5-Week Day Session: June 21 - July 23

Second 5-Week Day Session: July 26 - August 27

Seven-Week Evening Session: June 21 - Auguk b

Convenient mail-in registration ends May 14, 1Q76

For further information call:
The Evening & Summer Division

321-2022

Graduate Division
321-2501

Or write to:
Towson State College

Baltimore, Maryland 21204
••••1•••••
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The Office of Special Events
Presents

PEABODY AT HOPKINS:
A CONCERT BY THE MARIA MORALES SPANISH DANCERS

SUNDAY, APRIL 25-4 p.m.
Shr iver Hall Auditorium
FREE ADMISSION

COME ONE, COME ALL

TO THE CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE SPRING AUCTION!!!

FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 11 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

IN THE GREAT HALL OF LEVERING

JOHNS HOPKINS HOMEWOOD CAMPUS

The following is a list of just some of the items to be put up for bids at

the Chaplain's Office Spring Auction. All payments for auction items

must be made at the auction in cash or by check.

7. A Flight Over Baltimore for Three Persons—Flight Training Inc.,

Baltimore-Washington Airport

20. A Ride for a Couple for Three Hours Anywhere in Baltimore in a

Rolls Royce—Mr. John Conigliaro

29. A Cruise Down the Chesapeake (10 A.M. to Sunset on a Weekday)

for Two to Four Adults (Bring Your Own Food and Drink)— Mr. William

Byrnes, Grempler Realty

31. Dinner with Baltimore Sun Restaurant Critic John Dorsey

(Limited to College Students)—Mr. John Dorsey

40. Lunch with Benjamin C. Bradlee, Executive Editor of the

Washington Post

44. The Opportunity to Do a Live Weather Wizard Forecast on

WMAR's Channel Two News Watch

54. Dinner for Two at the Madrid Restaurant

90. A Surprise—Jack Ford, The White House

100. A Six Week Skin Diving Course—Bill Sarro, Scuba Hut

PLUS

Records, Books, Dinner at Major Baltimore Restaurants and MUCH,

MUCH MORE!!!!!!! ALL PROCEEDS FROM THE AUCTION WILL BE

USED TO HELP FUND THE JOHNS HOPKINS TUTORIAL PROJECT.

July 5—August 6, we offer total immersion in

Shakespeare—daily lectures and discussion, guest lectures, visits to

performances and backstage at American Shakespeare Theatre,

film showings. A scholarly conference on Shakespeare on Film,

August 4, 5, 6. Join us for an intense communal effort, a

dramatic encounter with stage experience, and a deep

concentration on our greatest poet. Three undergraduate credits

($250), six graduate credits ($505), Conference alone (no credit),

$25. Write SHAKESPEARE INSTITUTE, University of
Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Conn. 06602

NOW OPEN!
1311I's

Universitti Sandwich Shoppe

and Deli

UNIVERSITY PARKWAY

AT ST. PAUL

LOBBY. UNIVERSITY ONE APTS.

FAST CARRY Our 467-6262

hours mon-fri. 9:30 - 7 ice
sat 9:30 - 2

daily specials (soups)

kosher corned beef
variety cold cuts & cheeses
combination sandwiches

ThE SpRiNg FAiR of Tim

JOIINS HopkiNs UNivERsiTy

PRESENTS

ThE lEgENdARy

Mak HAVENS
SuNdAy, MAy 2 ShRivER HALL AudiToRium

8:30 p.m. HomEwood CAmpus

TickETs

whit HopkiNs ID $5.00 OThERS $6.00

AVARAME AT ALL

RECORdMASTERS Music LibERATEd

RECORd & TApE COLLECTORS

FREEdOM FACTORy Music MACIliNE

TiME PEACE BOUTiQUE

HopkiNs UNioN Dcsk

ANd ThE BALTiMORE Civic CENTER BOX OffiCE

FOR iNf0 CAR 366-3300 EXT. 1405, 1456

pRESENTEd IN CONJUNCTION INITII 3400 ON STAcE: A BICENTENNIAL FAiR
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To the Editor:
Vi/J ;Ai! appi.eciate3 your

coverage in the April 20 issue of
the News-Letter. We feel,
however, that you have misled

readers by misrepresenting our

letters to the editor
position on a few minor points
(for instance, the implication
that the Managing Board was the
source of the rumors which you
reported). Anyone interested in
WJHU should contact us by

sus gagss gss =a Ma VS 37Zii lea ;ma MX 3:5A =A MA NSA 7ZA Ima :

KOSHER STYLE

lApril 19-24

HOT DOG

FRENCH FRIES

LARGE COKE

$1.00

Dorm Snack Bar

a saga food service production

gssgagsagssgssx:ssgss =VS XVS =SA =SS 3:*3 =SI =SS 7:$3 =A gaga =A 71:33 :

The Office of Special Events

presents

THE GOUCHER-HOPKINSCHORUSIN CONCERT

program:

Symphony of the Psalms - Stravinsky

Five Songs on Old Texts - Hindemith

performed by the Madrigal Singers

Gloria - Poulenc

Friday, April 23 - 8 p.m.

Shriver Hall Auditorium

FREE ADMISSION

• .

MCAT
PREPARATION
• SMALL GROUPS
• 7 AND 13 SESSION COURSES

• VOLUMINOUS HOME STUDY MATERIAL
Available Prior to Course

• MAKE-UP LESSONS INCLUDED

• TAPE CENTER FOR ADDED REVIEW

Register Now for Oct. Exam
Classes in Baltimore & D.C.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE '938

Call (202) 244-3010

%%c also offer courses for

LSAT, DAT. (;RE. GMAT

NAT'L. MED. BDS., FLEX

dropping a note in Box 2347, by
dialing campus exten3ion 1018,

or—best of all—by coming to see
us in the basement of the new
dorms.

The WJHU Managing Board:
Don Osborn

Wayne Abernathy
Robert Cook
Jud French

Charles Hamilton

To the Editor:

According to your April 20
article on WJHU and William
Gross Jr., Dr. Jan Minkowski
(former WJHU faculty advisor)
feels that Bill Gross "built WJHU
into a first-class operation." Dr.
Minkowski is quoted as saying
"It (WJHU) had broadcast only 6
hours daily. Under Bill, it
operated . .. sometimes 24 hours
daily."

It is indeed true that, during

The Elections of the Jewish Students

Association will be held Monday April 26 at

6:00 p.m. in the Kosher Dining Hall. You must

attend to run or have delivered a signed

acceptance.

Speaker:

Stanley Soll ins—Executive

Director of the Baltimore Jewish Council

will speak on

Politics & Minority Pressure Groups: The

organized Jewish community

Monday April 26... 4:00 p.m.. .. Conference Room A

EARN EXTRA MONEY
ON CAMPU$ 

Baltimore's number one auto dealer is looking

for a bright, aggressive campus representative to
promote their entire line of Chevrolets, including the
exciting Vega, Monza. and Chevette.

If you have good promotional ideas, rapport with
people, and the capability of representing Balti-

more's number one auto dealership, you could earn

extra dollars without leaving campus.

Call Today for this Exciting Opportunity!

301-265-7777
Warren Rapp • Fox Chevrolet • 6633 Security Blvd.

Office of the Chaplain

THE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE

"PALLOTTINE ALMSGATHERING: CHURCH VS. GOSPEL"

with

Dr. QARRY WILLS

Author of Nison Agonistes, Columnist

and J.H.U. Faculty Member

SUNDAY, APRIL 25, 11:00 A.M.

LISTENING—VIEWING ROOM

LEVERING HALL

.111110.

Free Coffee & Donuts

.1111111.= =401110.

the late '60's and '70's, WJHU
was a successful, "goin"
operation. (I mention in passing
that Dr. Minkowski was not a
faculty advisor during the period
in which WJHU grew to become
a successful operation—Dr.
Steven Wolfe was.) It is also true
that (except during summer
vacations) the station did have a
full schedule of broadcasting
every day; that it furthermore
was able to attract paid
advertising; and that it even
broadcast a lacrosse game live
from the Houston Astrodome.

But please give credit where
credit is due! During this
successful period, the WJHU
board of control included a
number of undergrads who were
highly professional in their
management of WJHU affairs.
Among these people one may
mention station managers Baird
Thompson, Lang Sturgeon, and
Jeff Beck. Two of these people
(Thompson and Sturgeon) have
gone on to pursue their careers in
the broadcasting industry. After
the graduation and departure of
these people from Hopkins,
WJHU operations gradually
deteriorated.

It is perhaps significant that, in
1970—in the midst of this
successful period for WJHU—a
majority of the board of control
impeached Bill Gloss for failure
to perform adequately and to
their satisfaction his duties as
chief engineer. Mr. Gross was
subsequently reinstated. As one
board of control member during
this period later said, "That was a
mistake." (If indeed a mistake.
will it be repeated'?)

With all due respect to Mr.
Gross, however, I must point out
that your article did contain at
least one error; it's his right
arm—not his left—that Was
crushed by a three-quartet
horsepower motor in April 1972.
The article also indulged in
unsubstantiated rumor (he is
currently being sued ... which is
why he is now incommuni-
cado.") Furthermore, according
to the article, it has been alleged
that Gross intentionally
sabotaged WJHU transmitting

equipment. That sort of thing
just never seemed his style—he
had what was almost a reverence
for mechanical and electrical
equipment. Speculation of this
kind is damaging to Mr. Gross'
reputation; since, for whatever
reason, he is not here to defend
himself, such allegations and
rumors should not have
been printed.

Name Withheld by Request

Office of the Chaplain

The American Tradition Tomorrow
with

Dr. Martin Marty

Dean of the University of Chicago Divinity School

April 25, 8:00 p.m.
The Garrett Room—M.S. Eisenhower Library

Free Admission

Office of the Chaplain

Mapping American Religion

Dr. Martin Marty

Dean of the University of Chicago Divinity School

April 25

11:00 o.m.

Shaffer 1

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20008

Free
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* *
* *
4( *
ir JHU Centennial Picnic *
4:*

ir Saturday, April 24, 1976 *
* in the entire lower quad, Levering quad, and Garland Field *
ir *
ir ENTERTAINMENT: *

Continuous Live Music Featuring "Copperhead" and "Trigger Happy" (Bluegrass and Rock) **
4( *
* Children's Games *
* Interdepartmental and Team Games (soccer, flag football, softball, tug of war, and more) *
* NOTE: Prizes awarded for all team games-cases of Liebfraumilch Wine *
* *
4( FOOD: *
* *
ir 

Barbequed Chicken *
* Hamburgers $1.00 for JHU Homewood *
* Hot Dogs Community *
* Corn on the Cob *
ir Potato Salad *
ir *
ir 

Cole Slaw *
4: Watermelon $2.50 for others *
4: Ice Cream *
ir DRINKS: *
* FREE Soft Drinks With Luncheon *
* *
* 

Beer-$.10 *
ir *
4: TIMES: *
ir Luncheon served from Noon until 3:00 PM *
* Beer served from 11:30 AM until 5:00 PM *
* *
* 

Music begins at 11:00 AM *
ir Organized Games begin at 1:00PM *
ir Childrens Games from Noon until 1:00 PM *
* *
* OTHER INFO: *
**

4: SAGA meal ticket holders may pick up their FREE Luncheon ticket at the Dormitory Dining Hall. *

* Luncheon tickets are now on sale at the Union Desk: $1.00 for JHU Community, $2.50 for others. *

ir Buy you tickets in advance. *
* *
* SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE for the Homewood *
4( *
4: 

Community: Students, Faculty, Employers, and their families. *
ir *
* *
ir *
* *
4( *
* *
* *
* *
* *
ir *
* *
* *
I( *
i( *
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Diamondmen to host Washington College tomorrow
shutout in the bottom half of the

fifth as a pair of singles and a

fielder's choice made the score

4-1. The Jays got that run back

the following inning. Duffy's

two-out base hit pushed Larry

Santoro across the plate for a 5-1

lead.
The Blue Jays closed out the

scoring. in an impressive manner

in the top of the eighth.

WithEmala on first after having

singled, Santoro laced a ball over

the left-field fence for the first

Hopkins home run of the

campaign and establishing the 7-1

final score.
The Blue Jays received a

strong pitching effort from the

tandem of Chuck Lachenbruch

and Billy Jones. Lachenbruch,

making his first start since his

five innings to gain his third Laxmen hope for better luckno-hitter last Thursday, hurled

victory of the year.
Doubleheader

"I'm very pleased with the
team," the Blue Jay mentor
continued. "This is the best
squad we've had at Hopkins in
several years and I look for even
bet ter things from the team
towards the end of the year."
The team plays an important

MAC-divisional double-header
tomorrow at home against
Washington College. Game time
is 1:00.

By DAVID KRAUS
With a 7-1 trouncing of MAC

rival Lebanon Valley, the
Hopkins baseball team has
assured itself of its most

successful season in four years.
The Blue Jay nine has now

recorded eight victories—most by
a Homewood squad since
I972—against only six losses,
with seven games still remaining
on the schedule.
The latest triumph occurred

Tuesday afternoon on the Flying
Dutchmen's home turf in
Pennsylvania.

Hopkins jumped to a quick
lead in the top of the first inning.
With one out, Lou Podrazik
singled and stole second. Dave
Lewing then drew a base on balls,
putting runners on first and

second.
Bob Babb followed with a

double, driving Podrazik home
and sending Lewing to third. The
Lebanon Valley catcher then
allowed two passed balls enabling
both Lewing and Babb to score
and the Jays held a 3-0 lead.

Hopkins extended the margin
in the top of the fourth. Dave
Emala led off with a single and,
one out later, came home
following consecutive one-base
hits from Jim Duffy and Rick
Scott.
The hosts broke up the

Tennis team takes
Towson,Swarthmore

By BRUCE FOX 6-1. Senior Ted Pabst played in

After getting off to a slow the number two spot and beat his

start, the Hopkins tennis team opponent in two sets. Pabst

has been unbeatable recently in played number one for Hopkins

its search for the MAC crown, his freshman year before

Losing four of its first five transferring to Wake Forest and

matches, the team was at a low coming back last year.

only to go on a rampage which The team's depth is displayed

has seen them win their last six by captain John Newman as he is

matches. the team's third one-time number

An opening day 5-4 loss to one player, occupying the spot

Salisbury State was followed by a two years ago. He had no trouble

victory over Towson State by the with his opponent on Saturday as

identical score. The next two he won 6-1, 6-2.

matches saw the Hopkins squad Doubles
crunched by Haverford 7-0 and The three remaining singles
Swarthmore, the undisputed king matches were won by Blue Jays
of the division, 9-0. This was Kevin Little, Chuck McCu. lloch,
followed by a 5-4 loss in a great and Jeremy Levin. The doubles
match with the University of teams had the same success as the
Delaware as hopes for a winning UMBC team won only one set all
season were dimmed. afternoon in a 9-0 Hopkins win.

But not for long! Western The only player missing the
Maryland came to town only to match was number two seed
be smashed by the Hopkins men freshman Ken Volegstein. Second
8-1. A home and away series year coach Bob Hughes described
against Loyola followed at which Vogelstein as "a great addition to
time the Blue Jays evened out the team. He was ranked last year
their record at 4-4. The first as a junior in Maryland and is an
ffiatch, held on the Loyola courts excellent singles player."
down Charles St., saw Hopkins Coach Hughes also pointed
win all three doubles matches en out, "This year's team is made up
route to a 6-3 victory. In the of many hard working, devoted
rematch held at Homewood, men who deserve a lot of credit
Loyola took one doubles match for malcing. this season a great
but the Jays still held on for a success."
5-4 win. The team travelled to
The team then travelled to Pennsylvania again yesterday as

Pennsylvania to face Widener they had no trouble in defeating

with whom they had no trouble, their opposition at Ursinus. Their

The Pioneers were to see some next match will be at Homewood

excellent tennis as the visiting tomorrow afternoon at 1:00

Jays demolished them 9-0. when they will face Washington

UMBC was the next opponent College, with whom they should

to witness the Hopkins surge as have little trouble. A true test of

their team paid a visit to their strength follows on Monday
Homewood. Number one seed at 3:00 as a very strong Franklin
Rich Nomady got things started and Marshall team visits the
by winning his singles match 6-0, Hopkins campus.

dave emala puts the tag on third base for Hopkins

By STEPHEN LEVIN many top-notch stickmen to all Stevenson has Bill Ohlsen, Tom

Hoping to rebound from last schools and this gives them a Albertson, Mike Evans and Dave

week's abysmal performance chance to come back and play in Wasserman running on midfield

against Cornell, the Hopkins front of a hometown crowd, units which could give the Jays

lacrosse team travelled up to Probably the second best team trouble. Hopkins has been

Uniondale, Long Island yesterday in the Ivies, Brown gave Hopkins weakened at midfield due to

in order to prepare for tonight's all it could handle last year, injuries leaving them vulnerable

contest with Brown University at finally succumbing in the fourth as Cornell showed Saturday.

the Hofstra University stadium. quarter, 13-10. An interesting confrontation

Game time is 7:00 PM as the Coach Cliff Stevenson's could arise in goal where Tad

Blue Jays and the Bruins will charges should be just as tough Aburn starts for Brown. His

play the first game of a this season. So far to their credit, brother, Doober, is a reserve

doubleheader under the lights the Bruins boast wins over attackman for Hopkins who saw

featuring the host school in the Hofstra (currently playoff bound some action last week against

second game. due to their top-eight ranking) Cornell and could play if the Jays

Ranked ninth in the country and Princeton. Brown's 16-9 break out to a sulid lead.

by the USILA coaches' poll, the triumph over the Tigers compares WCAO-FM

Bruins hold a 6-1 record and are favorably with the Blue Jays' It remains to be seen how the

rated as the second best team in 16-10 Princeton victory. Blue Jays will react to the pasting

New England. They are behind Attackman Tom Rothman and they absorbed at the hands of the

the only team to beat them: midfielder Bob MacLeod pace Big Red. Also, playing under the

Massachusetts. UM ass Beat the Brown attack with 20 and 18 lights and on the artificial surface

Brown 14-10 at the winners' field points respectively. Aiding them are conditions which the Jays are

for the lone blemish on the Ivy on attack are the Meister unaccustomed to and could

Leaguers re::ord. brothers, Steve and John, as well affect their game.

Alumni as freshman Dick Jones. For those of you unable to

The game was scheduled at Midfield is an area where the attend the game, it will be carried

Hofstra in order to appease the Rhode Islanders have been strong on radio in Baltimore on

Long Island alumni of both for the past few seasons and this WCAO—FM (103), starting at

schools. A hotbet of high school year is no exception. In addition 6:45 PM with the pre-game show

lacrosse, "The Island" ssends to All-American MacLeod, and the opening face-off at seven.

Runners are ready for MAC
By BRUCE FOX long jump and then took the legs by leaping 6'2'5 in winning

With two stunning victories in triple jump with an incredible the high jump. Coad, on the
one week, the Hopkins track leap of 43'1" which insures that other hand, showed his great
team has improved its record to he is ready for the MAC's. John strength by running away with
6-5 with one dual meet remaining Coad went on to win the shot both the shot put and discus
and the MAC Championships two put as Muraji Nakazawa won the throws, winning the latter with
weeks away. high jump. an outstanding toss of 121'8".

This current surge began last This was an important meet Brett Miles and Bruce Baillie
Tuesday with the Jays winning a for the fays as it got them back won the long and triple jumps
triangular meet by defeating both on the right track after a rather respectively as George Steinfels
Washington College and Lebanon slow start. The victory over threw the javelin 176'9" to come
Valley. Outstanding Lebanon Valley provided an even out victorious at his specialty.
performances were turned in by greater lift as Hopkins 'lost to Mark Hylind won the 120-yard
all three teams and Hopkins them a year ago. The final highs while finishing second in
finished with many scorers. scoring was Hopkins 68, Leb. the 440-yard intermediate
Freshman Bob Freamon led the Valley 61. and Washington 52. hurdles. Bob Freamon made his
Blue Jay distance men by Haverford debut in the 880 by winning a
finishing second in the mile and Hopkins had a much easier wide margin and then finishing
winning the three mile run, time on Saturday, however, as second in the grueling 3 mile run.
Captain Mark Hylind and Haverford College visited Bob Oates and Craig Snyder then. _

freshman Tony Retikas finished Hopkins in what turned out to be went on to finish one-two in the
second and third respectively in a rather lopsided affair. The Blue 440-yard run.
both the 120-yard high and the Jays won 13 of 17 events under a The scoring was closed out by
440-yard low hurdles. Junior, hot morning sun which took its the mile relay team as the final
Craig Snyder made a rare toll on many runners. tally saw Hopkins ahead 90-55.
appearance in the 880-yard run, The field men were again The present Blue Jay record
due to an earlier injury to Bob dominant as they were led by stands above .500 with the final
Alworth, and finished strongly in sophomores Rick Nelson and meet coming next Tuesday at
second place. John Coad in winning every Western Maryland. The MAC
The Jays demonstrated their event. Nelson won the pole vault Championships follow on April

strength in the field events as with a leap of 13'1/2", just missing 30-May 1 at Dickinson College as
they were led by Brett Miles who the university record. He again Hopkins will try to improve on
was a dual winner. Miles won the demonstrated the spring in his last year's seventh place finish.
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An N-L history lesson
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A BICENTENNIAL FABLE

Once upon a time, certainly over two hundred years ago, there was a free and unbridled
bastion of the gutter press known as the Homewood Bay Oyster-Shucker. As it appealed to the
lower orders of society in the Maryland colony, the periodical surveyed heterodox anti-British,
anti-aristocratic political sentiments--to the dismay of the harassed royal governor and his
council. The reader will shudder to learn that the paper was funded primarily by the French.
One day the Oyster-Shucker's publisher, a splenetic fellow named Burns, received a letter

from Paris informing him that his benefactors had decided to cut off all further encouragement
of and fiduciary connection with his enterprise. Burns was outraged by this cold, swift
termination of what he, apparently mistakenly, had though to have been a mutually rewarding
relationship. He hurriedly contacted diplomatic friends and urged them to hie to the Continent
to confer with the French Minister of State who had been impressed with the Marylanders' ,
efforts in the past, a devious, mysterious machiavel bearing the singularly inappropriate name of
Count Columbo. Dr. Benjamin Franklin, scientist, of Philadelphia; Dr. Robert Bychanan.
political economist, of Edinburgh; Dr. Adam Smith, also a political economist and a lowland
Scot but of a decidely different stripe; and Dr. Joseph Warren, physician, of Boston, comprised
the delegation dispatched on behalf of the suddenly destitute paper. Mr. Francis Leadfoot Lee.
gentleman, of Virginia, served as the secretary of this legation.

Arrived in Paris, the advocates of a free yet subsidized press were treated with the utmost
discourtesy. Count Columbo, 'through an intermediary, sent word that he was truly their friend
but could not see them for reasons of state. The Count sent three lackeys (we will refer to them
as X,Y, and Z) as a sort of Executive Board to meet with the volunteer advocates of Dr. Burns.
"We fear to antagonize one so highly esteemed by His Majesty as the learned Dr. Franklin."

said X, "But we also fear that his present suit will prove unsuccessful."
"Fear to do ill, and you need fear nought else," the former printer responded.
"Your friend Burns and his paper have outlived their usefulness," Y bluntly annnounced.

"We are thinking of funding a new paper which will serve our interests even more closely than ,
the current Homewood rag."
"Economies of scale would surely forbid two papers existing in Homewood," Dr. Buchanan

calmly observed. "How dare you ingrateful monopolists to tamper with the free marketplace
of ideas!" an agitated Adam Smith shouted. "Damn you bloody wogs! Leave the market alone!
Nous laissez faire!"
"Gentlemen, surely we may reach an , accomodation. If the paper would print our Colony

Notes on time, if news of our splendid court activities would be printed in every issue, if our
names and accomplishments would be given proper space--then we will re-consider our decision
to cut off the funding, for it was our doing, after all. You friend Count Columbo does not have
the power to be of any service to you," the soft-spoken, insidious Z coaxed.
"It is NO! NO! Not a single column inch! Pages for Enlightenment! Volumes in behalf of

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity! But not one column inch for flattery!" And so Dr. Warren spoke
for all the paper's representatives.

History does not record the fate of the Homewood Oyster—Shucker. We do not know if the
French changed their minds and continued to fund the paper or if Mr. Burns was forced to shut.
down. In these more democratic times an incident such as the X,Y,Z affair could not occur. A 1
sovereign people comes to the aid of a free press endangered by ambitious, aristocratic'
politicians. Or does it? The free expression of ideas is not longer hampered by questions of
funding by elite patrons. Or is it? We will leave the reader to ponder these ambiguities.

THE END
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